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Abstract— The objective of the project work is to propose a 

Software Defined Networks (SDN) architecture which 

enables network control to become directly programmable 

and underlying infrastructure to be abstracted from 

application and network services.  SDN approach is done by 

decoupling the system that makes decisions about authorized 

user data provenance.  Here the internal attackers are 

monitored through four different layers to avoid internal 

leakage.  Evaluation analysis, Complaints are the most 

important layer which is implemented to monitor authorized 

users abnormal behaviour. Here an algorithm for information 

security management system based on data provenance is 

considered and implemented in a prototype called Software 

Defined Networks, which is used for processing and decision 

making.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A basic properties of the software defined network 

architecture is the physical separation of the control plane 

from forwarding plane. The process of data plane is 

processing and delivery of packets based on state of the 

routers and endpoints. Control plane process is to establishing 

the states in routers to determine how and where packets are 

forwarded, such as routing, traffic engineering, and firewall 

state. In 1980’s central network control is developed. Follow 

of central network control, active networks in developed in 

1990s to introduce programmability into the network. Open 

flow is the open standard developed by Stanford university 

clean state project. The ultimate goal of the project was to 

provide a base or platform to run experiments in functional 

networks. SDN architecture provides high end security. 

Traffic analysis in the network can be regularly transferred to 

the central controller. SDN to analyse the network and 

correlate the feedback from the network. The above provides 

a new security policies to prevent an attack can propagated 

across the network.  

A. Purpose of the project: 

Open Flow is the innovative technology allows users to easily 

setup new innovative routing and switching protocols in 

network. It is used in the following applications such as, High 

security application networks, virtual mobility and next 

generation internet protocol based mobile networks. It 

provides a powerful and simple way of design and associate 

(or merges) complex network security applications into 

bigger networks. Open flow gives benefits of researchers with 

an unheard-of unique point of control over network flow 

routing decisions across the data planes of all Open flow 

enabled network components. The necessary advantage of the 

developed approach is the possibility of getting statistics 

collection from directly on the switch, this gives the 

opportunity to analyse the traffic and perform actions closer 

to the source of malicious activity or destination simplifies 

development of rule sets for traffic filtering and redirecting. 

A network operating system provides a specialized set of 

functions for an efficient network security application 

operation. The set of activities to work with the flow rules: - 

Identifying the source of the rules (security application or the 

regular application), and given a method for signing rules;  

 Detection of mismatch occurred between rules, for 

example, same rules portrait different way in various 

applications;  

 Mismatch or different resolution based on the priorities 

of the sources of the rules and their signatures; 

The important goal of the information security 

management system is to find a malicious or abnormal 

activity on the criteria of a set of input variables. Usually, 

gathered characteristics have a simple distribution and can be 

well approximated by fuzzy membership functions; decision-

making and training algorithms are software level tasks and 

can be implemented as applications for the network operating 

system or as modules for the specialized framework. 

B. Overview of the Project: 

 Software defined network (SDN) is totally different from 

previous network infrastructure, due to relationship between 

the control plane and data plane of the network device. Open 

flow control plane rules define flows of forwarding, changing 

or dropping packets that enter the open flow switch. Open 

flow controller is having the logic for updating, defining and 

adapting the flow rules. The open flow controller improve the 

efficient of traffic management through communicate the 

multiple   switches consequently by direct routing or optimize 

tunnelling. It can be easily handle the complex logic 

processing flows and their prohibition and permission. Open 

flow controller provides an application programming 

interface (API) to implement the flow rules.  

II.  ARCHITECTURAL DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture Diagram 
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III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The system after careful analysis has been identified to be 

presented with the following modules: 

 Ambiguous Reasoning 

 Event creation 

 Admin Authentication 

 Bidding Portal 

 Approval and Decision making 

A. Ambiguous reasoning: 

Ambiguous reason is a form of many-valued logic, a form of 

knowledge Representation Suitable for notions that cannot be 

defined precisely, but which depend upon their contexts 

Efficiency. In this module, data can be predicted and 

collected in a storage. The user data’s are analysed and 

comparing with already stored data’s for providing the 

security to the Open Flow Network. After providing the 

security to the open flow network, the intruders has been 

prevented by using this ambiguous reason  

B. Event creation: 

Event means a certain action that has been completed in an 

instance of time period. In this module, an event can be 

created in the Open network. The user of the Open Flow 

network only have the access to create the event. After  

Creation of the Event, the user may waiting for the approval 

for the concern authority(admin).The admin only have the 

rights to give the approval for all the events created by the 

user. 

C. Admin authentication: 

Authentication is the process of giving access to the members 

who are registered in an Open Network. The above module 

user can create some event and waiting for the access of the 

authority. In this module, the authority can give the 

authentication for the user based on verify some details 

regarding their event. After verifying the event details and 

then only the authority giving access to participate their event 

in bidding.  

D. Bidding portal: 

Bidding is an offer of setting price one who willing to pay for 

something. A price offer is called bid. In this module bidding 

can be started by the authority that means already some 

events were created that events have some products for sale. 

The User has the rights to ask for the bid based on the quality 

of the product that participated in the event. Lots of user’s can 

quote for the same price for the same product and there must 

be heavy competition among the users. There also some 

intruders involve in the bidding. This can be provided by 

using Ambiguous Reason. 

E. Approval and decision making: 

The complete event can be monitored by the authority, they 

have make some good decision based on the user’s response. 

The User can bid the same amount for the same product and 

the authority can have the rights to take some good decision 

about their bid price for the product. Finally the authority 

approving and finalizing the product based on their higher bid 

by the User. 

 
Fig. 2: Bidding Portal 

 
Fig. 3: Products 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Software-defined networks is provide an opportunity for 

efficient and effective detection and solving of network 

security problems, allowing the integration of complex 

network security applications in large networks. For data 

security and privacy protection issues, the fundamental 

challenges are separated of sensitive data and access control. 

This model making access control for flexible and dynamic 

by applying different risk mitigation actions to different 

information flows, depending on the level of perceived risk. 

To implement a prototype of a secure network operating 

system based on the ambiguous security model, where an 

access control decision is based on the perception of the level 

of potential risk associated with the requested access. 
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